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Abstract: The needs to build relationships with others, to be part of a group and to be appreciated often 

drives people to engage in self-presentation to influence how they are perceived by others. Any type of 

information shared can directly or indirectly expose the characteristics of the person. On social network 

sites, individuals can easily manipulate the information they share by hiding features that might 

disadvantage the self or enhance positive one. 

One of the most frequently used self-presentation forms on social media is self-promotion. Many people 

self-promote and some even became famous. There are blog and magazine articles on how to become 

popular on social media and get a lot of likes but no scientific research was found on this topic.  

We developed an experiment of exploratory nature to test strategies of self-promoting and find if the 

degree of self-disclosure can influence the engagement of an audience on these platforms. We 

hypothesized that direct self-disclosure is more effective than indirect self-disclosure in gaining fame on 

Facebook. 

Friends and followers and friends of friends will be participants in the experiment. We exposed them to 

the stimuli represented by the content posted on the profile. We measured the results in the number of 

likes, comments and shares, the effectiveness is given by the highest number of reactions. We also 

considered the nature of reactions (positive/negative). 

The experiment confirmed our hypothesis in terms of the total number of reactions generated by each type 

of posts, for positive emotions and comments but not for negative reactions and shares.  
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Introduction 

According to psychology professor Schlenker (1980), each individual balances rewards and costs in the 

attempt to shape the impressions others form about them and presents himself differently based on the 

social context: job interview, at a bar, at dinner and on who he/she is talking to. According to Goffman 

(1959), people monitor how others react when they present themselves and they plan their future behavior 

based on those reactions. (Rosenberg, 2009:2-16; Marwick and Boyd, 2010:2). 

In the online environment, people have the same behavior in which concerns impression management. 

Social Network Sites allow the individual to present himself, lowering communication barriers such as 

space and time. Users can shape and display a desired image of the self to a large audience 

(observers/receivers). This environment is opportune for creating awareness around the self and engage 

the audience in providing reactions that can gratify needs of self-esteem and belonging. Many people 

engage in self-promoting behavior as a way of self-presentation.   

Whether is self-generated content or content from other users or external sources, if it directly displays 

the self or is general interest information, everything a user shares on Facebook can give cues to certain 

traits of the person behind the virtual profile. No relevant research has been found on the relation between 

the degree of self-disclosure and the engagement of the audience.  

In this paper, we examine self-promotion behaviors and analyze, based on an experiment, what kind of 

posts are the most efficient in self-promoting via Facebook. We evaluate the efficiency of various types 

of content based on the number of reactions they generated. We choose a public Facebook profile and we 

exposed the audience to different types of content shared. We want to examine the way participants react 

to the different category of stimuli in terms of reactions: the number and the nature of those reactions: if 

it was positive or negative and what emotion it aimed to convey. An explicit relation between the degree 

of self-disclosure and the popularity, and also patterns in behavior by age generation, are expected to be 

found. 

This study provides valuable information in marketing and psychology. Influencers, or those who want to 

become influencers or celebrities, can improve their strategy in creating, increasing and maintaining their 

community. As a starting point for future research in marketing, theories of brand and location affiliations 

on social network sites can be supported. Also, patterns of online behavior for age generations and gender 

can be valuable for companies. In the psychology field, this experiment provides data regarding the 

relationships people form in their network and show patterns of behavior by the type of connection (close 

friend, friends, and acquaintance and so on) and self-esteem driven behaviors can be examined. The 

framework can be easily replicated and personalized based on certain marketing or psychology goals. 
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Literature review 

Needs, uses and gratifications 

According to Maslow’s (1954), individuals have a hierarchy of motivational needs that he classified in a 

5 level pyramid (The hierarchy of needs theory). At the base of the pyramid there are basic needs such as 

food and shelter. The second level represents stability, safety and security needs. Needs of love and 

belonging are situated at the third level. People need to build relationships with others. Esteem needs are 

situated at the next level of the pyramid. Every individual needs to be appreciated by other persons he 

interacts with. The last level is represented by self-actualization needs, aspirations and self-fulfillment. 

(Cao et al, 2012:3, Noltemeyer et al, 2012:1, Wahba and Bridgell, 1976:3; Heylighen, 1992:3). 

The uses and gratifications theory (U&G, 1944) indicates that people use media to satisfy certain needs. 

Research shows possible uses and gratifications of media as information seeking, relationship 

maintenance, pass-time or routine (Ballard, 2011:8-18). Initially developed for traditional media, the U&G 

theory was applied in new media. Tosun (2012), Raacke & Bonds-Raake (2008), Barker (2009), Smock 

et al (2011) and Park et al. (2009) examined the motives for Social Network Sites (SNS) use and found 

relationship initiation, relationship maintenance, information seeking, entertainment, professional 

development, social interactions and self-status seeking (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010:3, Pike and Butler, 

2011:3; Rui and Stefenone, 2016:6). SNS offer potential for satisfying self-esteem and sense of belonging 

needs by building relationships and achieve recognition from virtual friends (Chen, 2010:3-4; Krämer and 

Winter, 2008:2). 

Social comparison and impression management 

A natural part of the human experience is Social comparison (SC). People evaluate themselves by 

comparison with similar others in two ways: upward comparison, when an individual identifies with 

someone considered to have desirable traits, and downward comparison when comparing with people 

inferior to the self. Engaging in upward comparison can highlight own failures and generate negative 

feelings meanwhile downward comparison enhances self-esteem. 

Vogel et al (2015) research indicates that the use of social media is directly related to high social 

comparison due to the opportunities provided by SNS. (Vogel et al, 2015:2). Many other studies showed 

the relation between the use of SNS and social comparison behaviors. Mehdizadeh’s (2010) questionnaire 

research among Facebook users indicated that low self-esteem is tied to the amount of time spent on 

Facebook. Angie Zuo’s (2014) research among 417 undergraduate students showed that the more time an 

individual spends on Facebook, the more likely he is to be engaged in social comparison. Haferkamp et 

al (2011) surveys and experiments concluded that woman who looked at beautiful users experienced a 

more negative body image than those who were exposed to less-attractive users and that men exposed to 

profiles of successful others presented higher discrepancy between the actual and the desired career status, 

than those confronted with less-successful males1(Zuo, 2014:4-17; Mehdizadeh, 2010:1-8). 

According to Festinger (1954), humans have a basic aspiration to get information in order to evaluate 

themselves through SC. As friends and strangers can interact with the content one posts on Facebook 

displaying like, love, angry, sad, wow, laugh emotions by clicking a button, leaving a comment or sharing 

that post, they offer a public feedback to the user who can evaluate the impressions he makes online (Vogel 

et al, 2015:2; Mehdizadeh, 2010:1-8). People put a lot of effort in self-presentation. They want to make a 

favorable impression on others in order to influence how they are perceived and evaluated by them. 

                                                
1 http://online.liebertpub.com/doi/abs/10.1089/cyber.2010.0120 (accessed 12.01.2018) 
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According to Jones and Pittman (1982) there are five types of self-presentation: self-promotion, 

ingratiation, exemplification, supplication, and intimidation. Studies show that self-promotion (enhancing 

and promoting one’s positive traits) and ingratiation (imitation, addressing compliments in order to get 

others to like the individual) are the most frequent forms of self-presentation in the online environment 

(AliAlassiri et al, 2014:3). 

Self-promoting and self-disclosure 

Online self-presentation is different than in-person presentation as it allows the individual to manipulate 

the information published. SNS such as Facebook, offer the tools to feature the self in a desired way to 

show physical and personality aspects that enhance the way they want to be perceived by others. Similar 

to celebrities, promoting the self or “self-branding” is often a self-presentation strategy even in ordinary 

people’s life (Marwick, 2015:2-3; Van Djick, 2013:5; Krämer and Winter, 2008:2; Vogel et al, 2015:2). 

In SNS, every user has an “imagined audience”, observers, to whom he addresses the messages. While 

private messages are directed to a specific person, status updates are directed to the entire network of the 

user, a group of people who may or may not see the posts. To construct the image of the audience, people 

rely on the number of friends or followers they have (Choi and Bazarova, 2014:1-3, Marwick and Boyd, 

2010:1-3, Marwick, 2015:1). Lola Chen’s research (2009) on YouTube amateur performers indicated the 

use of self-promotion tactics in order to achieve a larger audience who can recognize and admire their 

competences (Chen, 2009:7). 

The observer’s reactions to an individual’s posts may affect the way he is perceived. Walther and 

colleagues (2008) found that comments made by one’s Facebook friends impacted the profile owner’s 

rating of social attractiveness and credibility (Walther et al, 2008:1-27). Another study by Tong and 

colleagues (2008) found that the more Facebook friends a profile owner had, the more socially attractive 

he or she was perceived to be (Tong et al, 2008:1-24). SNS provide the users tools to quantify and evaluate 

the impressions they make online by counting the number and the type of reactions a shared information 

generated. They can also compare themselves with other users in terms of physical attractiveness, financial 

and relationship status and popularity. All the feedback collected influences the degree to which the 

individual engages in self-presentation tactics. Kik Fei Jiun (2017) conducted two focus group studies on 

Malaysian society in order to find the influence of self-praising posts on the audience on Facebook. Self-

praising posts are defined as “deliberate updates (pictures or writings), which published and shared on 

social media, are heavily conveyed with the positive self-images or self-focusing messages.” The results 

showed that the main reason people publish self-praising posts on Facebook is to set up a popular self-

image. An important factor influencing this behavior is recognition from the public of the social network, 

represented by likes and comments. A large part of the young receivers (aged below 25) stated they have 

given fake likes as a polite response, which did not reflect any explicit emotions or authentic admiration, 

but social support, loyalty and friendship. The same pattern was found between commenters. For adults 

aged 25 and above, the “like” was a serious action representing personal agreement and admiration toward 

the poster and gave more expressive comments (Kik, 2017:1-8).   

On his Facebook wall, a user can post various types of content. He can share information from other users 

or he can create its own content. No matter the type of content published, the message communicated can 

give the audience clues about the self. Weather is a news article which the individual agrees or not, a 

funny video, music or personal information such as an image representing the self (photo, video or gif), a 

check-in at a certain event, an exotic destination they traveled, presents received, relationship status or 

professional achievements, it can shape a persona. Revealing personal information when communicating 

with others is called self-disclosure. It requires the willingness to reveal not only obvious characteristics 
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of the self but also intimate thoughts and feelings. Studies indicate that individuals tend to disclose more 

positive than negative experiences on Facebook than in real life (Błachnio et al, 2015:1). 

Utz et al (2012) study results indicates that the need for popularity can predict SNS behaviors such as 

grooming, strategic self-presentation and self-disclosure (Utz et al, 2012:1-7). Popularity is “the state or 

condition of being liked, admired, or supported by many people”2. Diefenbach & Christoforakos (2017) 

surveys on individuals in Germany, Austria and Switzerland concluded that people reported self-

promotion and self-disclosure as their reasons for taking selfies (Williamson et al, 2017:4). A selfie has 

been defined as “a self-portrait photograph of oneself (or of oneself and other people), taken with a camera 

or a camera phone held at arm's length or pointed at a mirror, which is usually shared through social 

media” ( Sorokowski et al., 2015, In Sorokowska et al, 2016:1). 

No relevant research has been found on which are the more effective self-promoting ways to achieve 

popularity and get reactions from the audience in order to support and to enhance the desired self-presented 

on SNS. When searching on Google “how to become popular on Facebook”, many articles suggest to get 

nice pictures and to “develop a persona by posting opinions, discussions, and things that are important to 

you. People should feel like they know you, so make it easy to understand who you are and what you care 

about.”3. Other tips are to make a lot of friends and plan carefully the time of the posts. Affiliations with 

famous people, creating awesome photos, applying filters to make the photos more appealing are 

recommended. 

In the social media environment, we have identified two types of self-disclosure. Sharing other user 

generated content, with or without expressing own emotions and agreement on the topic, will be 

considered indirect self-disclosure content. Sharing images such as photos, videos or gifs representing the 

self, emotions, such as happy, excited, sad, angry and so on, actions such as “traveling to”, “playing”, 

statements and other information that clearly presents a trait (physical attractiveness, 

professional/financial/relationship status, educational level, achievements, popularity) are considered 

direct self-disclosure. Possessions and locations of self, affiliations with celebrities, influences or brands 

will also be considered direct self-disclosure. The present research aims to find if direct self-disclosure 

content is more engaging than indirect self-disclosure content, in certain circumstances on Facebook. 

  

                                                
2 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/popularity (accessed 12.01.2018) 

3 https://www.wikihow.com/Become-Famous-on-Facebook-and-Get-a-Lot-of-Likes (accessed 12.01.2018) 

 

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/popularity
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Methodology 

This research is an exploratory experiment created with the purpose to find patterns in the behavior of 

one’s audience on Facebook, with regard to direct self-disclosure and indirect self-disclosure content 

posted by that user. It will be conducted online, on the Facebook profile of the researcher 

(www.facebook.com/lupas.cora). The audience is represented by other users in the network and they will 

be participants to our experiment. We will expose them to different stimuli which are the content posted 

on the user’s profile in order to present a digital self. The reactions participants have to each stimuli will 

be analyzed by number and nature.  

Four types of stimuli will be used, based on the type of content: news, educational, entertaining and 

personal. News posts have to meet the criteria: the story is important of well-known, it happened at the 

time of posting, in the immediate past or it announces a future event, is unusual or special in some way, it 

concerns and affects directly or indirectly humans. It involves topics such as: IT/technology, cultural, 

politic, scientific, travel and professional.  Educational posts are meant to inform and to educate readers 

in various topics: cultural, financial, politic, professional, scientific, lifestyle, well-being, IT/technologic 

and so on. Funny, inspiring, relaxing and humorous content such as jokes, games, music, movies, videos, 

pictures, and memes represent the entertaining category of posts. These three types of content will be 

shared from other users or external sources. Personal post consists in self-generated content such as 

pictures, gifs, videos of the user, event attendance, check-ins, product review and other status updates that 

directly expose a trait of the individual.  

News, entertaining and educational posts are meant to display a desired self indirectly, as by sharing a 

song means the user likes that particular song, check-in at a concert or an event attendance discloses 

directly music and lifestyle preferences. Therefore, news, entertaining and educational posts represent 

indirect self-disclosure content and personal posts will be considered direct self-disclosure content. A 

detailed description of the content posted can be found in Appendix 3-6.  

Our hypothesis is that a larger number of participants will react to personal content than to the other three 

types of stimuli, therefore self-promoting through direct self-disclosure will have a larger reach among 

the audience and will generate a higher number of reactions than indirect self-disclosure.  

Variables 

Stimuli (content posted), the day and time the audience will be exposed to them, are independent variables 

as they are planned and manipulated during the experiment. A post from each category will be published, 

by rotation, on the same day of the week, at the same hour, during 16 weeks.  

The imagined audience is a dependent variable. The number of individuals that will see the post depends 

on their availability online at the moment the post was published and also on the behavior of other users 

that might react to the post and generate more reach among participants. Their reactions to the stimuli are 

also dependent variables as they cannot be predicted or controlled but they occur in certain circumstances 

depending on the audience size and reactions in response to the independent variables. A quantitative and 

qualitative analysis will be made on the reactions each post generated. The possible reactions one can have 

to another user’s post can be a like, an animated emoticon (laugh, love, angry, sad, wow), comment and 

share.  

http://www.facebook.com/lupas.cora
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In order to establish the day and hour of the post, a content analysis was made on the owner’s profile. June 

2016 marks a change in user’s behavior on Facebook. All posts since June 2016 to December 2017 were 

evaluated by the number of reactions they generated and the ones that performed best in the number of 

likes, feeling animations (laugh, love, wow, angry, sad), comments and shares, determined the day of the 

week and time of posting for this experiment. When choosing how many times a week we should post, 

we considered two issues: first, posting too much on Facebook may irritate the audience and it will 

negatively affect the amount of engagement each participant may offer to this particular user, second, the 

user usually post 2-3 times a week and we didn’t want a big change in her behavior. We decided to post 

4 times a week. Tuesdays at 11:57 (55 reactions), Wednesdays at 16:29 (34 reactions), Fridays at 12:46 

(48 reactions) and Saturdays at 16:24 (95 reactions).These will be the time chosen for the posts in the 

experiment, ± 1-2 minutes due to slow internet connection or website/app malfunctions. 

Participants (The imagined audience) 

The profile is public, anyone can see the content and react. Facebook friends and followers will be 

considered the “defined audience”. When a user reacts to another user’s post, the action will be visible to 

its own audience who may or may not see it and decide whether to react or not. They will be considered 

the “undefined audience” (will also be referred as outsiders). All of them are part of the imagined audience 

as they presumably see the posts and have the ability to react.  

A content analysis of user’s friends and followers was made in order to identify the participants to this 

experiment. They will be structured by gender, location (country they live in) and age generation they are 

part of. When segmenting the audience for this study, we will define the generations in terms of media 

and technology. Rose M. Kundanis (2003) defines baby boomers as the idealistic generation born between 

1943 and 1960. The dominant media was the television and it came to people via one-way communication 

as they could not talk back to their TV sets. They dreamed about an interactive media but it was the next 

generation that grew up with it.  Generation X are born between 1961 and 1981. They experienced cable 

television, videocassette recorders (VCRs) and computers. Generation Y, also called Millennials, are born 

after 1982. They have not experienced the world without personal computers and interactive media, video 

games and satellite television (Kundanis, 2003:37-43). According to The Center for Generational Kinetics, 

Gen Z, also called iGen, are born in 1996 and after.4 They are technology trendsetters, and get familiar 

with smartphones, Social Network Sites and apps from childhood.5 Of all friends and followers in the 

network of our experimental Facebook Profile, 99% are from European countries where the age of 

majority, when a young person may be considered an adult, is the age of 18. Also, the age of 25 marks the 

time of graduating faculty or master program and the starting point of the independency, finding a job and 

financially self-sustaining. We are dividing Gen-Z into teenagers (14-18 years old) and young adults 19-

25 years old). We are interested only in people that are 14 years or older, as this is the required age in 

older to create a Facebook profile. Therefore we will have five categories of participants: Gen Z teenagers 

(age ranged between 14-18 years old), Gen Z young adults (19-25 years old), Gen Y or Millennials (26-

35 years old), Gen X (36-56 years old) and Baby Boomers (people 57 years or older).  

There are 805 members in the defined audience: 36% (289) followers and 64% (516) friends. From those 

805 members, 94% (759) are persons and the rest are businesses and unidentified (no picture, location or 

relevant name to make a description), therefore we will consider that the audience constitutes of 759 

                                                
4 http://genhq.com/igen/ (accessed 09.02.2018) 

5 http://jasondorsey.com/igen-gen-z/ (accessed 09.02.2018) 

http://jasondorsey.com/igen-gen-z/
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individuals: 322 males and 436 females. During the 16 weeks of the experiment, eight new friend requests 

were accepted. Most of the audience (88%, 665 individuals) is located in Romania, the rest of them, a 

maximum of 2% each, are from various countries from Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa and North-

America. The location could not be identified for seven females and four males. The distribution of 

participants by country, age and gender can be found in Appendix 1. Three letter codes were used as 

abbreviations for countries (International Organization for Standardization)6. Country abbreviations index 

is provided in Appendix 2.  

The experiment 

The start date is December 26 2017 and the end date is April, 14, 2018. Due to some error of the 

experimenter, changes of time and day for posting were made. On weeks 4, 6, 10 and 15 Sundays at 14:36 

were introduced instead of Saturdays. On weeks 11, 12, 13 and 14, on Wednesdays, the content published 

at a later hour (17:03 instead of 16:29). On week 14, on Saturday, the hour at which the stimuli has to be 

published was delayed (18:49 instead of 16:24). The detailed list of the type of content posted by date and 

hour is listed in Appendix 7. 

The user is a female from Cluj-Napoca. The age (32 years) and relationship status (in a relationship) are 

not directly disclosed on the profile but some members of the audience have this information. Profile and 

cover photos have a larger reach among the audience as they are always there, meanwhile other status 

updates are pushed lower on the timeline as other new posts are being published. Facebook’s “tag” 

function allows a user to mention the presence of another user (in a picture, check-in or other content 

posted). When someone is tagged in another person’s post, the post will appear on the news feed of their 

own audience and, depending on the settings applied to the profile, it can appear even on that person’s 

wall. Therefore, no tags will be allowed during this experiment. It is allowed to use hashtags and mention 

places or brands as we consider such affiliations as self-promotion tactics.  

Facebook allows the user to respond to a post in three ways: expressing emotions through a like or a 

feeling animation (laugh, love, sad, surprised/wow, angry), to comment or to share. Reactions such as like 

and emoticons can be placed to a comment. For each post we will analyze the number of reactions 

generated and also their nature. First we examined and compared the total number of reactions for each 

type of posts. We also compared the average number of reactions each category of stimuli with the general 

average number of reactions. We also looked separately at the number of likes, animated emotions, 

comments and shares. We also examined if the reactions the participants gave show any patterns in terms 

of generations and gender.  

  

                                                
6 https://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/ctycodes.htm (accessed on 15.02.2018) 

 

https://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/ctycodes.htm
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Results and discussions 

During the 16 weeks of experiment we gathered 739 reactions. Personal posts scored higher than other 

stimuli: 474 reactions compared with 103 for entertaining content, 89 reactions for news content and 73 

for educational content. The average number of reactions generated by the stimuli is 11. The average 

number of reactions each category of stimuli generated is higher than the general average only for personal 

content (29) while for the other categories is significantly lower (six for entertaining posts, five for news 

and four for educational content). 

Likes and animated emotions 
By the number of likes, love and wow emotions, personal posts generated a higher number of reactions than other 

stimuli. In terms of laugh, entertaining post scored higher meanwhile sad and angry emotions were attributed to 

news content. We argue that the negative feelings (sad and angry) are not addressed toward the publisher 

as three participants expressed their sadness/anger for the news post about illegal deforestations and one 

participant expressed sadness regarding the illegal hunting of the Lynx in Romania.  

Comments 

Personal posts received the highest number of comments compared to the other three types of stimuli. 

Comments for personal and entertaining posts expressed positive feelings of approval, amusement or 

asking for more details on the topic while comments for educational and news content mostly showed 

anger, indignation and sadness, not towards the publisher but with regard to the topic discussed.  

Shares 

Six posts were shared by 13 participants. Three news posts of civic interest regarding politics were shared 

by six members of the defined audience and five outsiders. An educational post about grammar common 

mistakes was shared by two people from the defined audience. One personal post representing an event 

attendance was shared by a user in the network that also participated at the event. Three participants that 

shared out posts could not be identified due to their privacy settings, therefore we assume they are part of 

the undefined audience. The complete list with the number of reactions for each stimuli is presented in 

Appendix 8.  

Audience patterns 

A total of 197 participants reacted to the stimuli during the experiment. Most of them (70%) are 

Millennials (85 females and 53 males), 15% of them are Generation Z young adults (7 males and 23 

females), 10% are Generation X-ers (8 males, 11 females) and 4% are Baby Boomers (2 males, 5 females).  

The rest of 1% is represented by a Generation Z teenager female and people we could not identify by age.  

All generations have reacted mostly to personal content. From the total number of reactions, Generation 

Z, gave more than 80% to personal content. More than a half of the reactions were to personal stimuli for 

Millennials, Generations X and Baby Boomers. Participants from each generation used mostly likes as 

reactions, Female Generation X participants mostly engaged with personal posts in terms of likes and 

animated reactions but they preferred to share news posts. Male Generation X showed the same interest 

in personal, educational and entertaining content and less interest to news post. They reacted mostly with 

likes for personal stimuli and shares for entertaining ones.  Baby Boomers and Generation X women 

shared news post while men from the same generations shared entertaining posts. Generation X females 

and Millennials men engaged reacted with comments to all the four categories of stimuli, meanwhile other 

generations did not commented or commented only on personal content.  
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Outsiders and unique reactions  

There were 28 reactions from participants outside the network, 17 participants from the undefined 

audience. Personal content received 46% of the reactions from outsiders, news content 36%, entertaining 

14% and educational 4%. Participants that reacted only once during the whole experiment are considered 

unique reactions. There are 76 unique reactions, 53 of them at personal stimuli, 8 at news content, 6 at 

educational content and 7 at entertaining ones.  
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Conclusions  

The experiment confirmed our hypothesis that direct self-disclosure is more effective in gaining fame and 

popularity on Facebook. Friends and followers in the network reacted more on personal stimuli than on 

educational, news or entertaining. This result appears for the total number of reactions and also for likes, 

positive animated emotions (love, laugh, wow) and comments. Direct self-disclosure content published 

also attracted the highest number of reactions from people outside the network compared with indirect 

self-disclosure content, thus making the user more popular. In terms of negative emotions (angry, sad) 

and shares, news and educational content scored higher.  

Regarding the audience patterns, we found that all generations reacted more to direct self-disclosure than 

indirect self-disclosure content. Only for Generation X males the pattern was not maintained as they 

reacted in almost equal measure to all the types of stimuli.  

Limitations and recommendations 

Slow internet connection and website/app malfunctions intervened with our experiment as it sometimes 

delayed the publishing of the content with one or two minutes after the planned hour of posting. Due to 

the alterations made to the initial schedule of posting, we do not have the same number of stimuli from 

each category published at the same hour and day of the week, results might not apply in other 

circumstances.  

To gather a larger amount of data in order to identify a pattern, more days of the weeks and different hours 

should be examined. The day and hour established to post were selected by the larger amount of reactions 

generated by the post published in the last one year and a half, with no regard to the content. An in-depth 

analysis of the past posts, considering their nature and the number of reactions could be made when 

selecting the best time to post.  

Given the fact that Facebook users do not have the same audience characteristics and behavior, the results 

of this research cannot be applied to all of them, but replicating the experiment in other circumstances 

might show some similar results.  
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Appendix 1 Distribution of audience by country, age and gender  
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AUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

AUT 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 

BEL 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

DEU 0 0 2 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 4 

DZA 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

EGY 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

ESP 0 0 1 2 1 4 0 1 4 0 0 5 9 

FRA 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 3 

GBR 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 2 3 1 1 7 19 

GRC 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 3 

IND 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

ITA 0 0 6 3 1 10 0 0 4 0 0 4 14 

NDL 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 

NOR 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

PHL 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 4 6 

ROU 2 29 207 27 9 274 11 77 269 28 13 397 671 

SWZ 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

TUR 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 

TZA 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

unknown 0 1 3 0 0 4 2 4 1 0 0 7 11 

USA 0 0 2 1 1 4 1 1 2 0 0 4 8 

Total 4 32 244 34 15 329 15 89 288 30 16 437 767 
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Appendix 2 Country abbreviations index 

Country Abbreviation 

Algeria DZA 

Australia AUS 

Austria AUT 

Belgium BEL 

Egypt EGY 

France FRA 

Germany DEU 

Greece GRC 

India IND 

Italy ITA 

Nederland NDL 

Norway NOR 

Philippines PHL 

Romania ROU 

Spain ESP 

Switzerland SWZ 

Turkey TUR 

United Kingdom GBR 

United Republic of Tanzania TZA 

United States of America USA 
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Appendix 3 Description of News posts  

week Name Description 

w1 Google intrusive ads an article from TechCrunch entitled "Google will turn on netive 

adblocker in Chrome on Feb 15." Personal caption added " 

Google says no more pop-up ads, auto-playing video with sound 

ads, ads with countdown and other annoying ads, starting Feb 15 

#GoodbyeIntrusiveAds" 

w2 Calendar of festivals 

Europe 

An article from Festivalandretreats.com entitles "Calendar of 

small, alternative festivals in Europe 2018. No description added 

w3 County Police jobs An article from Jandarmeriaromana.ro, in Romanian entitled 

"Romanian County Police has 151 job openings for officer,  

petty officer and contract staff".  It contains information 

regarding the job openings at the Romanian County Police and 

the procedures to apply.  

w4 Mihai Tudose’s 

resignation  

An article from Romania Insider entitled "Opposition asks for 

early elections in Romania, PSD threatens to suspend president" 

explaining political changes that happen in Romania (prime-

minster resignation) 

w5 Human-animal 

interactions 

Event Day of human-animal interaction with the personal 

description in romanian "An interesting and usefull event 

specially for the parents whose children scream, cry and run 

when seeing a dog and pet owners who lift up in their arms their 

pet in order not to interact with other dogs."  

w6 Photo exhibition Brussles an article from Romania Insider entitled Bruxelles photo 

exhibition features recent Romanian protests. The personal 

description added in romanian "A photo exhibition "Romanians 

take the streets. We want justice not corruption" has opened at the 

European Parliament in Brussells. Are we humans or are we 

dancer(s)? #CutTheCord #rezist #TotiPentruJustitie" 

w7 West world season 2 a proto from HBO announcing 23 of april for the premiere of 

West World series, season 2 

w8 Belis illegal deforestation a 1 min 20 seconds video shared from another user. It shows the 

forest in Belis, near Cluj and presenting it as a result of illegal 

deforestations.  

w9 Ciugud village An article from Recorder.ro that presents a developed village in 

Alba county. The personal caption added (in romanian) "Wind 

farm, selective waste collection, paved agricultural roads, bicycle 

tracks, wireless internet in public spaces and one of Europe's 

most modern golf courses. Yes in Romania! Ciugud commune in 

Alba County is the city with the highest degree of of European 

funds absorption: 16 million in the last 10 years". Applouse emoji 

were also added 
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w10 PLX 58/2018 A law project, adopted by the Romanian Senat, that changes the 

regullation with regard to Romanian forest found. The changes 

made allow temporary occupation and permanently removal of 

lands from the national forest found even for natural protected 

areas, natural reservation, virgin and cvasivirgin forests in case of 

development, maintainance and modernization of public utility 

systems. The caption "Whoever is the last one to leave the 

country is asked to turn of the light", in Romanian, was added 

and also the brief description of the law project. 

w11 Quebec doctors An article from Washington Post about hundreds of doctors from 

Quebec that are refusing the salary increases and ask the minister 

to distribute the founds among the medical system. A brief 

description such as the above was added as a personal caption 

and the hashtag #FaithInHumanityRestored 

w12 ShareFood An article from "O masa Calda" that announces the launch of an 

application called ShareFood that aims to link catering companies 

that want to donate leftovers to people in need for food. Short 

description of the app and hashtags: #respect #StopFoodWaste 

#OMasaCalda were added 

w13 Last Male Rhyno a post shared from Lex Austen with an image representing a dead 

ryno and a man standing near him and a text saying that we are 

witnessing the extinction of a species that had survived for 

milions of years. A personal caption in Romanian has been added 

saying that everyday we see, in the bus, at the gym, on the street,  

people that are looking in their phones, that the internet provides 

us a space of communication without barriers but the most 

important things pass by us and that over 20,000 species of 

animals and plants are in danger of extinction, and we are busy 

with what celebrities and influencers are doing. Hashtags were 

added #TheHumanAnimal #RedAlertOnPlanetEarth 

w14 GDRP an article from Transilvania Soft about the new regulations 

GDRP brings in the digital world.  

w15 South Corean coruption An article from Digi24.ro about the conviction of the ex south 

coreea president accused of corruption.  

w16 Free wi-fi An article from Digi24.ro about the EU  program regarding the 

implementation of free Wi-Fi networks in various cities in 

Romania.  
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Appendix 4 Description of educational posts  

week Name Description 

w1 Google maps tips an article from  Fast Company entitled "12 incredibly usefull 

things you didn/t knew Google Maps could do". Caption added 

"good to know" 

w2 Mother Nature's magic 

tricks 

an article from News National Geographic entitled "Frozen 

bubbles, instant ice, and other winterweather stunts explained". 

Caption added "Mother nature's magic tricks" 

w3 Visit Romania a 1:55 min video from Unilad Adventure with places to visit in 

Romania entitled "Here's why Romania should be on your bucket 

list". Caption added "and so many more to discover" 

w4 Lynx in Piatra Craiului  A video from Regia Nationala a Padurilor - Romsilva showing 

images with wild cats (Lynx) in the Piatra Craiului Nationl Park. 

Personal caption added in romanian "it is interesting that on 

Romsilva's website, the section "hunting species" includes also 

the protected species such as wolf, lynx, bear)" a Link to the 

webpage was given.  

w5 Changes to Fiscal Code A picture from One-people explaining the changes in fiscality 

regarding the employee's taxes in Romania in 2018.  

w6 Forest bathing an article from curiosity.com entitles "boost you health with 

Japanese forest bathing" explaining the benefits of a walk in the 

forest". Personal caption added in romanina "the most efficent 

"supliment" for body and mind"  

w7 Apple varieties A picture of apples from Did you know? Stating that there are so 

many types of apples that it would need 20 years to try one each 

day. Personal caption added in romanian "I wonder how many I 

tried so far?" 

w8 The legend of St. 

Valentine's  

an article from webcultura.ro about the legend of St. Valantine 

w9 Snakes have legs An animation video from  Youtube with one character telling to 

another that he read on the internet that snakes have legs. While 

the second character goes to tell everyone the news, a snake 

aqppears and it tells the first character that he doesn't have legs 

and that he shouldn't belive everything he sees on the internet. 

The character unfriends the snake and continues says "snakes 

have legs"  
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w10 Makes sense a picture that funny explains how is correct to translate the phrase 

"Makes sense" in Romanian. Corectly, In Romanian, make is 

translated as "has" but many people take it from english and say it 

wrong, translating the phrase word-by-word. A personal caption 

(grammar incorectly) says "some make exceptions"  

w11 Crows hold grudges a picture with a crow and a text saying that crows recognise 

human faces and  hold grudges against the ones they don't like.  

w12 Moonbow a picture with a rainbow at night and a text that says that 

rainbows can appear at night and are called moonbows 

w13 Women restroom A picture of a bathroom wall in a pub which says that drugs such 

as Extasy and MDMA can be up to 5 times more strong when 

ovulationg and that one must be informed before deciding to take 

drugs. A personal caption has been added in Romanian: "Public 

toilettes, ource of wisdom" 

w14 Happiness is overrated a motivational video from youtube explaining that happiness is 

overrated an that gratitude is the secret ingrewdient to well-being. 

A personal caption was aded "be a thermostat"  

w15 High Heels an article from "Curiozitati" regarding the history of high heels. A 

thumbnail with women legs on high heels is visible along with 

the text 

w16 The sanity of madness a motivational video from youtubesaying that it is ok to have a 

breakdown in order to get over a harsh moment in one's life.  
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Appendix 5 Description of entertaining posts  

week Post name Post descrition 

w1 Christmas ancient rituals A 6 min video from Vimeo entitled "Santa is a psychadelic 

mushroom" regarding the the link between Christmas, 

hallucinogenic mushrooms, shamans and ancient rituals. 

Description added  "Reindeers flying: are they flying, or are your 

senses telling you they're flying because you're hallucinating?"  

w2 Rat Race A 4:32 min video from Youtube entitled "Rat race - a short 

story". Description added "Good luck in your pursuit of 

happiness!" It conjures up the image of lab rats racing through a 

maze to get the "cheese" much like society racing to get ahead 

financially. The term is commonly associated with an 

exhausting, repetitive lifestyle that leaves no time for relaxation 

or enjoyment. 

w3 Ozzy man - Animals vs 

sport 

A 2:31 min video from Youtube entitled Ozzie man reviews - 

Animals versus sport". It shows images with animals who 

interrupted sport games and a background voice is commenting 

the scenes.  Description added "Oh, you courageous animals!" 

w4 "Organic Sound Twist" 

trailer 

A:34 min video entitled Trailer OST. It is a trailer for the theatre 

play Organic Sound Twist. Personal caption added is a quote 

from the coreagrafer of the play, in romanian "Music helps me 

remember a past that has never happened. But this is not msking 

me sad. Because when I listen to it again, it tricks me like it has 

happened. And it did. And it sounded great in my body" Andrea 

Gavriliu #respect #recomand 

w5 Adoptify An article from digitalagencynetwork.com entitled "You Are 

Just A Song Away From Having A Pet – Adoptify" regarding a 

partnership between Spotify and and the campaign Adoptify in 

creating a platform to help people find a dog with the same taste 

in music. Personal caption added in romanina "what kind of 

music do you pet prefer"  

w6 ATMA - Cycles of life a 7 min music video Atma - Cycles of life" with personal caption 

"A journey of growth, development and becoming" 

w7 Lumina borealis A 38 sec video from Eyecatchr "A real-life enchanted forest!" 

showing Lumina Borealis, a lightshow in Canada, showing 

illuminated woodland creatures. Personal caption added, wow 

emoticon and a heart-eyes emoticon.  

w8 Thunderstruck cover A 4 minutes video from YouTuberepresenting a music cover for 

Thunderstruck from AC/DC. The song is performed by  the band 

Steve'n'Seagulls. A personal caption was added "amazing 

performance" and a pplause emoji 
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w9 Women communication A picture with a doctor and a women. The doctor asks what is 

wrong, the women responds with "nothing", the doctor says 

"hei! You're at a doctor"  

w10 Snow a joke with political context represented by a picture with the 

mayor of Bucharest and the police looking to the sky as it snows, 

and prezumably the mayor says: "look, it is coming from up 

there, the technocrats make a hole.  

w11 Sia - Like a bird A reggae remix of the song  "Like a bird" from Sia. The personal 

caption added states: "Turn on the maximum volume, put it on 

repeat and press play. And because [love emoji] that voice and 

this reggae version sound very nice, I sing with Sia, loud and 

from the heart, despite the unconfort I create for people around 

me. headset, speaker, play and repeat buttons, microphone and 

music note emojis were added, as well as hastags: 

#IDontCareIfISingOffKey #IShoudItOut #ISingForMe 

w12 Smart dog A mem with two people, each with a dog. One says his dog is so 

smart that he brings him the newspaper in the morning. The 

other one says he already knows that because his dog told him.  

w13 Acid House A video from  Psychedelic Society representing a coloured light 

show on a building 

w14 Handling political 

deceptions 

an image from an old magazine (1931) saying that people from a 

village near Sibiu, Romania, have throwed eggs on a deputy, 

when he was visiting the village, because he had made false 

promises.  

w15 Zaouli Dance A 1 min 30 sec video from "People are awsome" displaying a 

traditional dance of Goura people. The character performing the 

dance has an unsual costume with a cape, a skirt and foot pads 

with fringes and a mask, similar to a goat, on his face  

w16 Henry Saiz - Human A Youtube video from the album Human by the Dj Henry Saiz. 

The personal caption states that the new album is a tribute to the 

misterious language of music, that it takes you on a magical 

adventure to discover new places and human condition. A link to 

the album page was added and also hashtags  

#WeAreAllConnected #Humans #HenrySaizAndBand #respect 
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Appendix 6 Description of personal posts  

week Post name Post descrition 

w1 Gif Baisoara A gif with the self and another user. He has a funny hat with arms 

that are waving.  

w2 Aqua Carpatica a picture with a hand holding a 0.25 ml bottle of Aqua Carpatica 

with the caption "I'm not such a major sparkling water fan 

anymore [heart emoji] 250 ml rectangular bottle  Nice idea 

AQUA Carpatica" 

w3 Hammok picture A pisture showing the self in a hammok at the lake side, in a 

sunny day. Caption added: "Nature's peace will flow into you as 

sunshine flows into trees. The winds will blow their own 

freshness into you, and the storms their energy, while cares will 

drop away from you like the leaves of Autumn.” [John Muir]  

Miss you so much sunny peaceful moments in the hammock 

w4 ATMA event The self attending the event "Welcome to goa 16" (a psy-trance 

party at Urania Palace, Cluj-Napoca".  A  1 min video with the 

DJ was added with the caption "about last night" #respect"  

w5 Skullcandy Aviator a picture with Skullcandy Aviator headsets and the caption "A 

really nice wrapped audio experience #SkullcandyAviator" 

w6 check-in Gent a check in in Gent, Belgium with the caption "Nice to see you 

again after all these years #VisitGent" 

w7 Brussles exhibition 

personal opinion 

A text post of self explaining a message shared in the past that 

could have been missundertood. It states the fact that the self was 

in front of the European Parliament in Brussels when she met a 

group of Romanians who invited her to visit the photo exhibition 

with romanian protest. The refusal was explained that after more 

than one year of #rezist, romanians are beeing creative in playing 

music in the parliament, making coreography on flash mob, 

human tri-color and light shows and protesting in the streets. 

They feel good when the european media is talking about them, 

when Euronews has choosen a photo of the protest for the cover 

photo on Facebook and there is even an exhibition dedicated to 

them in the European Parliament in Brussels. It is time to stop the 

entertaining and take some actions. #cutthecord 

#letsnotpretentanymore" 

w8 Girls just wanna have fun a gif with the publisher trying to make "snow angels" and the dog 

who want to play and tries to catch her arm. The caption for this 

post is "girls just wanna have fun"  

w9 Check-in Belis A check-in at Belis, a lake near Cluj-Napoca, with the caption 

"Looking for the summer" 
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w10 Carcassonne Action "Playing Carcassonne" with the caption "C'mon meeples, 

let's win this war!" 

w11 My nose A picture with the hand holding a coffee cup that has a has a  3D 

human face on the  lid. The caption added says "I don't know 

howw other people are but my nose and this cup lid do not match. 

And I realized that it has been a long time since someone hasn't 

told me that I can smoke Kent under the shower, soince someone 

screamed "shark" and since I've  heard people on the street "look 

at that one what a nose she has". Hashtags in english were added: 

#CoffeeAddict #AcceptYourImperfections and one in romanian 

meaning #memoriesfromtheteenage    

w12 Gazette A photo collage of 2 pictures with the caption  "Same place, same 

time 5 years later #BeautifulPeople #AboutLastNight 

#GoodOldMemories". The 2 images are Instagram screenshots, 

one represeting the self with two other persons and the other one 

displaying the self with another person, both pictures beeing 

published on march 17th, one in 2013 and the other in 2018. The 

Instagram hastag #GreatVibeTillDawn is visible.  

w13 Vestige A black&white  picture with the self with a check-in at the most 

notorious beauty saloon in Cluj-Napoca 

w14 My age a text in Romanian saying:  "If your friends always tell you that  

Cuza was invited at your 18th aniversary or that you witnessed 

the Grand Romanian Union, then, when the supermarket cashier 

asks for an ID card  for buying beer, you have the impression that 

he is joking and that you have been pranked with a hidden-

camera.  

w15 Film photography a picture with the self and a dog outdoors. Hashtags were added: 

#LoveTheOutdoors #FilmPhotography #Smena35 

w16 Stay fit a gif with the self at the gym performing TRX exercices. Caption 

(Stai fit) and hashtags (#TRXworkout #FitnessGoals) were added 
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Appendix 7 Posts by type, date and hour 

Week Day Date Type Hour Post name 

w1 Tue. 26-Dec Personal 11:57 Gif Baisoara 

Wed. 27-Dec News 16:29 Google intrusive ads 

Fri. 29-Dec Educational 12:46 Google maps tips 

Sat. 30-Dec Entertaining 16:24 Christmas ancient rituals 

w2 Tue. 2-Jan Entertaining 11:57 Rat Race 

Wed. 3-Jan Personal 16:30 Aqua Carpatica 

Fri. 5-Jan News 12:47 Calendar of festivals Europe 

Sat. 6-Jan Educational 16:24 Mother Nature's magic tricks 

w3 Tue. 9-Jan Educational 11:57 Visit Romania 

Wed. 10-Jan Entertaining 16:29 Ozzy man - Animals vs sport 

Fri. 12-Jan Personal 12:47 Hammok picture 

Sat. 13-Jan News 16:24 County Police jobs 

w4 Tue. 16-Jan News 11:57 Mihai Tudose’s resignation  

Wed. 17-Jan Educational 16:29 Lynx in Piatra Craiului  

Fri. 19-Jan Entertaining 12:47 "Organic Sound Twist" trailer 

Sun. 21-Jan Personal 14:36 ATMA event 

w5 Tue. 23-Jan Entertaining 11:57 Adoptify 

Wed. 24-Jan Personal 16:30 Skullcandy Aviator 

Fri. 26-Jan News 12:46 Human-animal interactions 

Sat. 27-Jan Educational 16:24 Changes to Fiscal Code 

w6 Tue. 30-Jan Personal 11:57 check-in Gent 

Wed. 31-Jan News 16:29 Photo exhibition Brussles 

Fri. 2-Feb Educational 12:46 Forest bathing 

Sun. 4-Feb Entertaining 14:36 ATMA - Cycles of life 

w7 Tue. 6-Feb Educational 11:59 Apple varieties 

Wed. 7-Feb Entertaining 16:29 Lumina borealis 

Fri. 9-Feb Personal 12:46 Brussles exhibition personal opinion 

Sat. 10-Feb News 16:24 West world season 2 

w8 Tue. 13-Feb News 11:59 Belis illegal deforestation 

Wed. 14-Feb Educational 16:29 The legend of St. Valentine's  

Fri. 16-Feb Entertaining 12:45 Thunderstruck cover 

Sat. 17-Feb Personal 16:24 Girls just wanna have fun 

w9 Tue. 20-Feb Personal 11:57 Check-in Belis 

Wed. 21-Feb News 16:29 Ciugud village 

Fri. 23-Feb Educational 12:47 Snakes have legs 

Sat. 24-Feb Entertaining 16:24 Women communication 
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w10 Tue. 27-Feb Entertaining 11:57 Snow 

Wed. 28-Feb Personal 16:29 Carcassonne 

Fri. 2-Mar News 12:47 PLX 58/2018 

Sat. 4-Mar Educational 16:24 Makes sense 

w11 Tue. 6-Mar Educational 11:57 Crows hold grudges 

Wed. 7-Mar Entertaining 17:03 Sia - Like a bird reggae 

Fri. 9-Mar Personal 12:49 My nose 

Sat. 10-Mar News 16:24 Quebec doctors 

w12 Tue. 13-Mar News 11:58 ShareFood 

Wed. 14-Mar Educational 17:03 Moonbow 

Fri. 16-Mar Entertaining 12:46 Smart dog 

Sat. 17-Mar Personal 16:26 Gazette 

w13 Tue. 20-Mar Entertaining 11:57 Acid House 

Wed. 21-Mar Personal 17:04 Vestige 

Fri. 23-Mar News 12:46 Last male wthite rhyno 

Sun. 25-Mar Educational 14:36 Women restroom 

w14 Tue. 27-Mar Personal 11:58 My age 

Wed. 28-Mar News 17:05 GDRP 

Fri. 30-Mar Educational 12:46 Happiness is overrated 

Sat. 31-Mar Entertaining 18:49 Handling political deceptions 

w15 Tue. 3-Apr Educational 12:00 High Heels 

Wed. 4-Apr Entertaining 16:31 Zaouli Dance 

Fri. 6-Apr Personal 12:46 Film photography 

Sun. 8-Apr News 14:37 South Corean coruption 

w16 Tue. 10-Apr News 11:57 Free wi-fi 

Wed. 11-Apr Educational 16:29 The sanity of madness 

Fri. 13-Apr Entertaining 12:48 Henry Saiz - Human 

Sat. 14-Apr Personal 16:25 Stay fit 
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Appendix 8 Reactions 

type of 

stimuli 
post name 

li
k
es

 animated emotions 

co
m

m
en

ts
 

sh
ar

es
 

to
ta

l 

la
u
g
h

 

lo
v
e 

w
o
w

 

an
g
ry

 

sa
d

 

Personal Gif Baisoara 38 4 2 1 0 0 2 0 47 

News Google intrusive ads 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Educational Google maps tips 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Entertaining Christmas ancient rituals 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Entertaining Rat Race 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Personal Aqua Carpatica 7 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 10 

News Calendar of festivals Europe 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Educational Mother Nature's magic tricks 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Educational Visit Romania 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Entertaining Ozzy man - Animals vs sport 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Personal Hammok picture 31 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 35 

News County Police jobs 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 

News Mihai Tudose’s resignation  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Educational Lynx in Piatra Craiului  1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 

Entertaining "Organic Sound Twist" trailer 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Personal ATMA event 7 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 10 

Entertaining Adoptify 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Personal Skullcandy Aviator 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 15 

News Human-animal interactions 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Educational Changes to Fiscal Code 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Personal check-in Gent 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 15 

News Photo exhibition Brussles 15 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 22 

Educational Forest bathing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Entertaining ATMA - Cycles of life 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Educational Apple varieties 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 6 

Entertaining Lumina borealis 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Personal Brussles exhibition personal opinion 22 1 3 0 0 0 3 0 29 

News West world season 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

News Belis illegal deforestation 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 5 

Educational The legend of St. Valentine's  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Entertaining Thunderstruck cover 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 

Personal Girls just wanna have fun 15 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 17 

Personal Check-in Belis 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 8 

News Ciugud village 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10 
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Educational Snakes have legs 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Entertaining Women communication 12 18 0 0 0 0 2 0 32 

Entertaining Snow 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 

Personal Carcassonne 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

News PLX 58/2018 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 11 

Educational Makes sense 12 5 1 0 0 0 0 2 20 

Educational Crows hold grudges 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Entertaining Sia - Like a bird reggae 12 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 14 

Personal My nose 21 15 0 0 0 0 2 0 38 

News Quebec doctors 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

News ShareFood 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 

Educational Moonbow 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 

Entertaining Smart dog 8 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 

Personal Gazette 25 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 27 

Entertaining Acid House 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Personal Vestige 83 0 10 0 0 0 1 0 94 

News Last male wthite rhyno 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 6 

Educational Women restroom 5 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 12 

Personal My age 9 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 

News GDRP 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Educational Happiness is overrated 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Entertaining Handling political deceptions 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 

Educational High Heels 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Entertaining Zaouli Dance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Personal Film photography 52 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 55 

News South Corean coruption 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

News Free wi-fi 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Educational The sanity of madness 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Entertaining Henry Saiz - Human 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Personal Stay fit 41 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 47 
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